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RELIABLE EQUIPMENT
Tooling solutions for the power utility industry.

EYELET
BLANKET

SLOTTED
BLANKET

INSULATING BLANKETS
Cover-up device for protection against contact with irregular shaped line hardware or apparatus
where no specific cover is available. Blankets may be secured by Blanket Pins, Ty-Straps or
buttoned, or tied down using the eyelets. Eyelets are reinforced for additional strength.

EYELET BLANKET - Contact your Reliable representative for sizes and options.
The original and most popular Insulating Blanket. The reinforcing beaded edge
and reinforced eyelets give the blanket additional strength and resistance to tear.

SLOTTED BLANKET - Contact your Reliable representative for sizes and options.
The slotted design is ideal for ridge pins, cress arms with insulators, or anywhere a
wire, pin, or projection interferes with the proper placement of other cover-up devices.
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PINS - CLAMP TYPE FOR INSULATING
BLANKETS & OTHER APPARATUS
Used to secure insulating blankets, some
insulating covers, and line hose connectors.
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CAUTION: Conductor movement or high winds
may cause the displacement of blankets held
by blanket pins. In these situations, blanket
buttons, Ty-straps or rope should be used.

Part

Description

Jaw

20

Wood w/Pin Boots, 8.5" OAL

4.75"

21

Nylon w/Pin Boots, 9.5" OAL

5.0"

HS21
26

Nylon w/ Pin Boots, 9.5" OAL
Wood w/Pin Boots, 10" OAL

5.0"
7.0"

PB

Pin Boots

TY-14" & 30" - TY-STRAPS

TY-30

1-1/2" wide strips of rubber, with VelcroR fasteners
affixed to each end. Simply wrap around the
blanket and press the fastener ends together.

BLANKET BUTTONS AND HOLDERS
B-1 Button - Secure SNAP-BUTTON Style Insulating
Blankets. Made of hard yellow plastic, the extra
large head keeps the button in place.
B-23 Two-Way Button - Hot stick button molded
of bright orange Hi-Impact Polystyrene.
MB-6 Magnetic Holder - For barricading, covering,
or isolating energized por tions or grounded
equipment in pad mounts, cubicles, switchboards,
substations, or other hard to cover areas.

B-1

MB-6

B-23

TO ORDER CALL: 800-966-3530 OR FAX: 215-357-9193

